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This document and the information contained herein is provided on an "AS IS" basis and OASIS DISCLAIMS ALL 

WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE 

INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
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1  Why is there EMIX? 1 

EMIX is a standardized methodology used to identify and to describe energy products that might be 2 

offered for sale and, correspondingly purchased, by independent parties in a competitive 3 

marketplace. The need for such a construct is fairly new. For generations, energy products existed in 4 

closed loop systems. The parties producing energy were closely related to, if not the same as, partied 5 

transmitting, distributing and delivering that energy. The necessary assets often had common 6 

ownership, and similarly a common management entity governed the use thereof. The energy 7 

consumer was a customer in a retail relationship. Information and energy flowed in a single 8 

direction, from producer to consumer. Consumer feedback typically was a check in payment of an 9 

invoice. 10 

When these energy entities needed an interconnection, such as to balance bulk supply with demand, 11 

they formed Regional Transmission Organizations able to coordinate bulk energy exchanges, and 12 

they created both technical capabilities and a financial system to support these transactions. These 13 

transactions were to be regulated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). That, and 14 

the physics of energy virtually guaranteed that the vocabulary of these organizations would be 15 

familiar to anyone with an industry background. 16 

In the 1990’s parallel changes of great significance occurred. The first was significant deregulation of 17 

the industry, with a requirement that the generation, transmission, distribution and retail functions 18 

be separate and under different ownership. Generation companies would be free to create and sell 19 

at will. Transmission assets would come under management of new entities, Independent System 20 

Operators (ISO’s) which would provide for their reliable operation but which also would set the 21 

physical and financial terms for the use of transmission assets. FERC would regulate the ISO’s since 22 

essentially they would be regional monopolies. 23 

Distribution companies, typically recognize by consumers as “the local utility” would remain 24 

regulated by state utility commissions; but with a twist. They would become distribution companies 25 

only. Similar to the ISO’s, they would manage local distribution networks and determine fair access 26 

to them. They would lose the retail relationship with customers, however. 27 

To assume the retail function, brand new Retail Energy Marketers appeared, almost from thin air. 28 

Over time, simple energy transactions (“buy low, sell higher”) evolved into complex energy contracts 29 

involving dynamic pricing changes based on consuming energy in a certain way. 30 

The second significant change was the growing realization that energy consumers could and would 31 

change consumption habits based on economic conditions. Initially, the ISO’s drove this change, 32 

terming the new activity as “Demand Response”, and using it both to relieve overtaxed delivery lines 33 

and as a hedge against the volatility of wholesale rates from newly free market generators. To 34 

encourage this new activity, ISO’s developed rules encouraging a new entity known as “Aggregators” 35 

of “Curtailment Service Providers”.  These new entities would solicit energy consumers and 36 

“aggregate” them into significant blocks of service, then sell that consolidated capability to the ISO’s 37 

for use as needed. 38 

The third new trend was the Internet itself. Long used for human interaction, increasingly developers 39 

found techniques that improved the efficiency of machine to machine interaction; e.g., the “Internet 40 
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of Things”. While inter-device communication was not new, the Internet of Things offered the 41 

promise that things houses in unrelated collections, such as commercial buildings, could find a 42 

common method of communicating. Among other things, this offered the prospects of energy 43 

consumers organized dynamically in different ways to consume energy more efficiently or to provide 44 

curtailment services to the grid. 45 

Despite the promise, a problem emerged. The new energy landscape had new actors from different 46 

traditions. Moreover, regional differences created barriers to efficiency. Stakeholders would not be 47 

able to transport developments in one region to another. In turn, manufacturers would be 48 

disinclined to invest R&D finds for limited markets. The new energy world needed a new energy 49 

vocabulary: “EMIX”, energy Market Information Exchange. 50 

2 What is EMIX? 51 

For a vibrant market to exist, sellers and buyers need an unambiguous vocabulary equally 52 

meaningful to all stakeholders along a value chain. In the case of energy, this vocabulary must 53 

express bundles of characteristics that are relevant to energy; offer/acceptance terms that are 54 

relevant to finance; and given the sheer volume of transactions, the language must enable accurate 55 

high speed and high volume system to system communications. In fact, this is essential to the 56 

development of a “Smart Grid”. Only by creating two-way energy awareness between buyer and 57 

seller can the grid truly become smart. 58 

Energy markets have been characterized by tariffs and embedded knowledge that make decision 59 

automation difficult. Smart grids introduce rapidly changing products and product availability, with 60 

associated dynamic prices. Lack of standardized messages conveying a standardized vocabulary for 61 

market information has been a barrier to development and deployment of technology to respond to 62 

changing market circumstances.  63 

Price and product definition are actionable information. When presented with standard messages 64 

conveying price and product, automated systems can make decisions to optimize energy and 65 

economic results. In regulated electricity markets, price and products often are defined by complex 66 

tariffs, derived through political processes. These tariffs convey the price and product information to 67 

making buying and selling decisions easier. The same information can be derived from market 68 

operations in non-tariffed markets. Using the tradition of XML, EMIX defines the information for use 69 

in messages that convey this actionable information.  70 

The goal of EMIX is to provide an open standard which disparate stakeholder can use to express 71 

what they have to offer or wish to buy to other unrelated parties.  While EMIX capabilities exist in 72 

other schemas, those schemas are deaf and dumb with respect to each other. EMIX serves as the 73 

translator that, for example, allows a BACnet equipped building to communicate across the Smart 74 

Grid to a DNP3 controlled substation or an IEC 61850 industrial SCADA system. An SAE based electric 75 

vehicle can determine that it is less expensive, or perhaps “greener” to recharge after midnight when 76 

there is abundant wind power, rather than immediately when its owner comes home at 6pm and 77 

plugs in. 78 

In short, EMIX is a specialized technical vocabulary used to define energy products and to add price 79 

in such a way that buyers or sellers can form offers using characteristics that all parties understand, 80 
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3 What EMIX is not: 81 

EMIX is not a transaction engine nor a marketplace. It is not an offer to buy or to sell. Rather, it 82 

expresses the technical specifications and price of energy products offered in the marketplace. A 83 

grocery store maintains inventory of thousands of items of widely varying characteristics. Having a 84 

standard method of describing that inventory (UPC: Universal Product Code) allows the store to 85 

automate checkout, re-ordering, trend reporting, financial analysis; and to compare the activity from 86 

one store to another. Only when the store posts its hours of operation, and it advertises to attract 87 

customers is that store open for business and able to transact. 88 

Similarly, EMIX is the “UPC of energy products”. It is enable many activities, but alone is not sufficient 89 

to support energy markets. 90 

EMIX is not a security standard and has no inherent security characteristics. It is intended for use 91 

across multiple industries, many of which have distinct security requirements.  EMIX is a list of 92 

product characteristics that should work within the security constraints of respective industries.  93 

4 Related Standards: 94 

To provide for transactions using EMIX characteristics, EMIX is designed to work with two other 95 

standards: Energy Interop and WS-Calendar. Energy Interop acts as the “envelope” containing EMIX 96 

characteristics.  It identifies the parties to a transaction and price information creating the value of 97 

the transaction. WS-Calendar adds the time component. Thus, EMIX describes the product being 98 

offered or sought, using WS-Calendar to convey times of availability. Energy Interop adds the parties 99 

and price, thus defining the transaction. Descriptions of Energy Interop and WS-Calendar are 100 

available in separate OASIS documents. 101 

5 EMIX Development: 102 

EMIX is a version 1 standard, the result of a process started with the Energy Information and Security 103 

Act (EISA) of 2007. EISA directed FERC to develop a series of standards to implement, promote and 104 

operate a modernized electric grid, colloquially termed “Smart Grid”. FERC enlisted the aid of the 105 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to fast track development. NIST formed the 106 

Smart Grid Interoperability Panel (SGIP) as a mechanism to encourage input from disparate 107 

stakeholders.  108 

After a period of stakeholder input, NIST formed several Priority Action Plans to address key areas of 109 

need, then solicited individuals to committee membership around each. Each of these “PAP’s” 110 

consulted Domain Expert Working groups and other key experts to develop a plan outlining what a 111 

related standard should address. The PAP’s then identified the relevant Standards Setting 112 

Organization (SSO) with the technical capability to write the actual standard. EMIX is the result of 113 

input from “PAP 03” with OASIS being the SSO designated to develop the actual standard. 114 
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Appendix A. Revision History 116 

Revision Date Editor Changes Made 

WD01 2011-10-09 Phil Davis Initial Document Creation 

WD01 2011-10-09 Toby Considine Migrated to standard format 
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